We prove that the functor X → A(ΣX) from connected pointed spaces to spectra, given by Waldhausen's K-theory, splits as a product of its Goodwillie derivatives.
Introduction/Statement of results

In [W2], Waldhausen constructs a map
(where A(X) denotes the Waldhausen K-theory of the space X), and shows that evaluation on the image of M : Ω ∞ Σ ∞ (X + ) → A(X) induced by the inclusion of monomial matrices produces a self-map W • M : Ω ∞ Σ ∞ (X + ) → Ω ∞ Σ ∞ (X + ) homotopic to the identity by a homotopy natural in X. This yields a splitting of Ω ∞ Σ ∞ (X + ) off of A(X) (as well as its stabilization A S (X)), a fact which plays a key role in the proof of the Fundamental Theorem of Waldhausen K-theory relating A(X) to pseudo-isotopy theory ([W2] , [WM] , [W] and finally [JRW] ):
Theorem (Waldhausen, Jahren, Rognes) .
where Ω 2 W h Dif f (X) ≃ ℘(X) = the stable pseudo-isotopy space of X (as defined by Hatcher-Wagoner-Igusa).
The construction of W is in stages. It is first shown that the homotopy fibre A(S n ∧ X + ) := hof ibre(A(S n ∧ X + ) → A( * ))
can be described through a certain range of dimensions (approximately 2n) in terms of a type of cyclic bar construction. On this cyclic bar construction Waldhausen defines a map to Ω ∞ Σ ∞ (X + ) compatible with stabilization. The result is a map A S (X) → Ω ∞ Σ ∞ (X + ) natural in X, and precomposition with the stabilization map A(X) → A S (X) yields W . In this paper we present a generalization of Waldhausen's map W . Specifically let X and Y be pointed simplicial sets, X connected. Then there exists a generalized Waldhausen trace map:
This map is natural in X and Y . The main application is to prove Theorem A For connected X there is a weak equivalence of infinite loop spaces
natural in X, where the action of Z/q on |X| [q] is given by cyclic permutation.
It should be noted that an alternative approach to the p-adic completion of this result would be to use the main result of [6A] , which determines A(X)
2 Background
Waldhausen K-theory
We recall the construction of A(X) as given in [W2] . Let X be a pointed, connected simplicial set, GX its Kan loop group. Let H n k (|GX|) denote the total singular complex of the topological monoid Aut |GX| ( k ∨ S n ∧ |GX| + ) of |GX|-equivariant self-homotopy equivalences of the free basepointed |GX|-
is a mapping space (for a simplicial monoid M ), for which we will adopt the convention that AB = B • A. H n k (|GX|) identifies naturally with a set M n k (|GX| + ) of path components of
under the inclusion
One has stabilization maps M
given by wedge product with the inclusion S n ֒→ S n ∧ |GX| + , suspension maps M Waldhausen's definition of A(X) is Definition 1. If X is a pointed connected simplicial set, A(X) = ΩB( k≥0 BH k (|GX|)) ≃ Z×BH(|GX|) + where "≃ " means "weakly equivalent ". If X is a connected basepointed space, A(X) is defined to be A(Sing(X)) (here Sing(X) denotes the basepointed total singular complex of X). Similarly if X is a connected pointed simplicial space, A(X) def = A(Sing|X|). A(X) is a homotopy functor, in the sense that X ≃ Y implies A(X) ≃ A(Y ).
We will use the notation ΣU to denote the reduced suspension of U . If |X| ≃ Σ|Z|, where Z is a simplicial space connected in each degree, then GX is weakly equivalent to the simplicial James monoid JZ, which in degree q is the free monoid on the pointed space Z q . In this case we can use JZ in place of the Kan loop group GX in the above constructions. The result is an equivalence A(ΣZ) ≃ ΩB( k≥0 BH k (|JZ|)).
In studying A(ΣZ), we will use constructions from §2 of [W2] . The first, due to Segal, generalizes the bar construction which associates to a monoid its nerve. Thus, a partial monoid is a basepointed set M together with a partially defined composition law
, with µ( * , m) = µ(m, * ) = m and
• µ(µ(m 1 , m 2 ), m 3 ) = µ(m 1 , µ(m 2 , m 3 )) in the sense that if one is defined then so is the other, and they are equal.
To avoid confusion, we include as part of the data associated to a partial monoid the sets
where M 0 = * , M 1 = M , M 2 is as given above, and "composable" means that the iterated product is defined. We require that the face and degeneracy maps, defined in the usual way, induce a simplicial structure on {M p } p≥0 . The nerve of M is then the simplicial set
Let M be a monoid, S a set on which M acts on both sides, with (ms)m ′ = m(sm ′ ) .One can then form the cyclic bar construction of M with coefficients in S. It is a simplicial set N cy (M, S) which in degree q is M q × S. The face and degeneracy maps are given by the following formulae (see [W2] , §2):
As noted in [W2] , the double bar construction is a special case of this cyclic bar construction where S appears as a cartesian product of a left M -set and a right M -set. When M is a grouplike monoid (π 0 M is a group) and S = M with induced M action on the left and right, there is a weak equivalence between N cy (M, M ) and BM S 1 = the free loop-space of BM . The construction of N cy (M, S) extends in the obvious way to a simplicial monoid M acting on a simplicial set S.
It is sometimes the case that S itself is a partial monoid which admits a left and right M -action. In this case one wants to know that the cyclic bar construction N cy (M, S) can be done in such a way as to be compatible with the partial monoid structure on S. So let M be a monoid. By a left M -monoid we will mean a partial monoid E together with a basepointed M -action M × E → E compatible with the partial monoid structure on E in the sense that for each m ∈ M the map
e → me is a homomorphisms of partial monoids. A right M -monoid is similarly defined, and an M -bimonoid is a partial monoid equipped with compatible left and right monoid structures. Given such an M -bimonoid E satisfying an obvious "saturation" condition [p. 367, W2] , the semidirect product M ⋉ E is the partial monoid with composition given by (m, e)(m ′ , e ′ ) = (mm ′ , (em ′ )(me ′ )) whose nerve is the simplicial set
where E p is the set of composeable p-tuples (as defined above). When E is commutative, we will write the product in E additively. Clearly this construction can be done degreewise when M and E are simplicial. If the partial monoid structure on E has not been specified, we will assume it is the trivial one, for which
} is a left (resp. right resp. bi-) monoid over M if E is. Iteration of this construction yields an M -monoid structure on a space whose realization is an iterated suspension of |E|, and which agrees with that induced by the given action of M on E together with the trivial action on the suspension coordinates. A left (resp. right) M -space is a space equipped with a left (resp. right) action of M, not necessarily basepointed. Obviously, a left (resp. right) M -monoid is a left (resp. right) M -space, though not conversely. Similarly, we may define an M -bispace to be one equipped with compatible left and right M actions.
Suppose that A is a monoid, and that we are given an inclusion A ֒→ M of A into an A-bispace which is a morphism of A-bispaces. Identifying A with its image in M , one may define a partial monoid by
The nerve of the resulting partial monoid {[p] → M p } is referred to as a generalized wedge (this construction is due to Waldhausen). Taking A = {pt} yields {[p] → p ∨(M, * )} whose realization is homeomorphic to Σ|M | (as discussed above). It is often useful to approximate the nerve of a monoid M by generalized wedges. A straightforward argument [Lemma 2.2.1, W2] shows that if A ֒→ M is an (n − 1)-connected inclusion of monoids, the induced inclusion
is (2n − 1)-connected. As one can easily see, a fixed monoid may admit many different partial monoid structures. A key result concerning the nerve of a semidirect product is provided by [Lemma 2.3.1, W2] ; it provides a map
which is a weak equivalence when π 0 (M ) is a group. Here M is a simplicial monoid, E a simplicial Mbimonoid, and N cy (M, N E) the cyclic bar construction of M acting on the nerve of the partial monoid E. The "diagonal" structure is with respect to the simplicial coordinates coming from N cy ( − ) and N E. The saturation condition referred to above, as well as the condition that π 0 (M ) is a group, will always be satisfied in our case. As we will need to know u explicitly later on, we recall that it is given on n-simplices by the formula [p. 369, W2]:
Let us return to considering JZ and H n k (|JZ|) (for connected Z). We will be interested in the case when Z = X ∨ Y . For a positive integer r, let F r (X, Y ) ⊂ J(X ∨ Y ) denote the subset which in each degree consists of elements of word-length at most r in Y . This is clearly a simplicial subset. There is also a natural partial monoid structure on F r (X, Y ), where two elements are composable if their product in
We observe that all spaces in sight admit compatible left and right J(X)-actions, and these maps commute with the action. Also both projection maps are partial monoid maps, where we take the trivial monoid structure on F 1 (X, Y ), which with the given left and right actions of J(X) is a J(X)-bimonoid. Let
Lemma 1. The projection maps in (2), (3) induce maps
All four spaces admit compatible left and right actions of H n k (|J(X)|), and these maps commute with the actions. As a result, these projection maps induce a map of generalized wedges . These actions are functorial in Y , hence natural with respect to the map Y ։ * inducing the projection map p 1 . It is not hard to see that these actions are also compatible with the collapsing map which induces p 2 . It follows that p 1 and p 2 , taken together, induce a map which on the level of sets is represented as
Taking the trivial monoid structure on M n k (|F 1 (X, Y )|), we get an H n k (|J(X)|) -bimonoid structure on this space, so that the R.H.S. of (4) is the underlying set of a semi-direct product. The partial composition law in this semi-direct product amounts to a description of a compatible left and right action of H n k (|J(X)|). This action is given explicitly by x(y, a) = (x, * )(y, a) = (xy, xa),
The projection maps p 1 and p 2 preserve both the left and right actions of H n k (|J(X)|), and therefore so does p 1 × p 2 under the actions described above. This implies that p 1 × p 2 induces a map of generalized wedges, as claimed.
Goodwillie Calculus
This section recalls results from Goodwillie's Calculus ([G1] - [G3] ) that will be used later on. We consider functors F : C → D , where C is either U, T, U (C) or T (C) and D is T, T (C) or the category Sp of spectra. Here U is the category of (Hausdorff) topological spaces, T the category of basepointed spaces in U . U (C) denotes the corresponding category of spaces over C ∈ obj(U ), and T (C) the category of basepointed objects in U (C). Note that an object of T (C) is a retractive space Y over C, i.e., r : Y → C comes equipped with a right inverse i (r • i = id). Each of these choices of C is a closed model category in the sense of Quillen, so one has the usual constructions of homotopy theory. When C = U (C) or T (C) we denote by C n the full subcategory of n-connected objects in C. As in [G2] , a map of spaces or spectra is called n-connected if its homotopy fibre is (n − 1)-connected. In all of these categories one has a standard notion of weak equivalence, and F is called a homotopy functor if F preserves weak equivalences. We will only be concerned with homotopy functors.
Let S be a finite set, C(S) the category of subsets of S with morphisms corresponding to inclusions. An S-cube in C is a covariant functor G : C(S) → C. If S = {1, 2 . . . , n} = n , G is called an n-cube. Associated to an S-cube is the homotopy-inverse limit h(G) = holim(G| C0(S) ) where C 0 (S) denotes the full subcategory of C(S) on all objects except φ. The natural coaugmentation map
and G is h-cartesian if a(G) is a weak equivalence. We say F : G2] . The condition that F be n-excisive becomes less restrictive as n increases. Thus, if F is n-excisive, it is (n + 1)-excisive, but not conversely [Prop. 2.3.2, G2] .
Given a homotopy functor F satisfying certain conditions, there is a natural way of producing a functor P n F of degree n and a natural transformation F → P n F . In fact, P n F can always be constructed. Starting with X ∈ obj (C) one can define an (n + 1)-cube
this associates to T ⊂ n + 1 the space X * C T which is the fibrewise join over C of X with the set T . Now
F (X) → (T n F )(X). One easily sees that X → (T n F )(X) is again a homotopy functor on C and that
Iteration of this construction yields P n F which is by definition the homotopy colimit of the directed system {T i n F, t n T i n F }. The transformations t n T i n F induce a natural transformation p n F : F → P n F . Choice of a distinguished element (m + 1) ∈ m + 1 induces an inclusion m → m + 1 and hence a natural transformation C(m) → C(m + 1). This in turn induces a natural transformation of directed systems
and hence a natural transformation P m F qmF −→ P m−1 F . Different choices of m yield naturally equivalent choices of q m F . The Goodwillie Taylor series of F is then by definition the inverse system {P n F, q n F }, which is best viewed as a tower together with the natural transformations p n F :
The closed diagrams in this tower are homotopy commutative. The n th homogeneous part of F is by definition the homotopy fibre of q n F :
F is stably n-excisive if the following statement holds for some numbers c and κ : E n (c, κ) : If G : C(n + 1) → C is any strongly co-Cartesian (n + 1)-cube such that for all s ∈ S the map
In this case D n F is homogeneous of degree n that is, it is stably n-excisive and P i D n F ≃ * for i < n [Prop. 1.11, G3]. We will write P n F for hof ibre(F pnF −→ P n F ), and P m n F for hof ibre(P n F → P m F ). The functor D n (F ) is referred to as the n th differential of F (at * ). One also wants to know when the
In analogy with functions, C ρ may be thought of as the disk of convergence of F . In applying this calculus to F , it is natural to restrict one's attention to the subcategory C ρ(F ) which in general is the largest subcategory of C for which the Taylor series of F | C ρ(F ) converges (in the homotopy-theoretical sense). Within this range it provides a powerful machinery for analyzing F , as well as determining the effect of a natural transformation η : F 1 → F 2 on homotopy groups. It is clear from the above theorem that η will induce a weak equivalence when restricted to
under the condition that P 0 (F i ) ≃ * . However, there is another way of getting at η. Assume first that C = U (C) and that
Analyticity is preserved by the natural transformation ν *
. The next result of Goodwillie's concerns only 1 st differentials, and is is contained in Theorems 5.3 and 5.7 of [G2] .
, and η : F 1 → F 2 is a natural transformation such that the square
is homotopy-cartesian.
In the case C = * we will denote hof ibre( [Theorem 4.6, G2] . Theorem 1 yields
for all maps f between connected spaces Y and X.
The result which makes these techniques applicable to the study of A(X) is the computation, due to Waldhausen at X = pt, and Goodwillie for general X, of the differentials of A(X); here (Y ) denotes the retractive object (Y ∨ X, r : Y ∨ X → X) thought of as an object in T (X).
Proof. Goodwillie's computation in [G1] applies to the functor A( − ) rather than AΣ( − ). However, there is a natural equivalence between AΣ( − ) and the restriction of A( − ) to the subcategory of (basepointed) suspension spaces. Again, by Goodwillie, the differential (D 1 AΣ) X (Y ) may be computed as the differential (at ΣX) of the functor
which by [G2] , together with the Snaith splitting of the functor ΩΣ( − ) yields the result. Lemma 2. If X = {X k } k≥0 is a simplicial space and X k is 1-connected for each k, then
Proof. By [BD] , if F is a continuous finitary homotopy functor on U (C) then the natural transformation
induces a weak equivalence over the category of simplicial objects in U (C) ρ(F ) .
Elementary Expansions and Representations in H
As in the previous sections X will denote a basepointed connected simplicial set. Our objective in the section will be to construct the mapsρ q :D q (X) →Ã(ΣX) of [CGGH] used in the proof of Theorem A, where
In addition, we provide some techniques for computingρ q on differentials, by relating certain restrictions ofρ q to products of elementary expansions. This will be used in section 3.3 where we compute the trace ofρ q . From the construction ofρ q , it will be easy to extend it to a mapρ q (JX) :D q (JX) → A(ΣX). We do this, and prove analogous results forρ q (JX).
Let ı : |X| → |JX| denote the standard inclusion. Fixing an indexing of
Here subscripts are taken mod q; thus i + 1 = 1 if i = q, i + 1 otherwise. The basepointed cofibration sequence
splits up to homotopy after a single suspension. Fixing j 1 : Σ|JX| → Σ(|JX| + ) with Σp • j 1 ≃ id and letting j : Σ n |JX| → Σ n (|JX| + ) be Σ n−1 (j 1 ), inc is the map induced by the inclusions
"pinch" denotes the pinch map determined by the standard embedding S n−1 → S n , together with a fixed choice of homeomorphism from the cofibre to S n ∨ S n . Clearly ρ q is continuous and defines a map of spaces
ρ q is also equivariant with respect to the action of Z/q, which acts on |X| q by cyclically permuting the coordinates and on H n q (|JX|) via the standard embedding Z/q → Σ q and the usual conjugation action of Σ q on H q n (|JX|). Proposition 1. ρ q extends to a map ρ q : EZ/q × Z/q |X| q → ΩA(ΣX), which in turn induces a map
Proof. Taking the direct limit under suspension and stabilization yields a map |X| q → |H(|JX|)| which we also denote by ρ q . This map is still Z/q-equivariant, where Z/q acts on the second space via the embedding Z/q → Σ q → Σ ∞ . It suffices to know now that the plus construction |H(|JX|)| → ΩA(ΣX) can be done so as to be equivariant with respect to the action of Σ ∞ and that the action of Σ ∞ on ΩA(ΣX) is trivial up to homotopy. This follows from [FO] . The result is that ΩA(ΣX)
and we can take ρ q to be the composition
Taking the infinite-loop extension of the adjoint of ρ q yields a map
Fix a stable section s of the projection
Thenρ q is the composition
Finally we note that all of the constructions are natural in X, and hence factor through A(ΣX).
can alternatively be thought of as a functor on connected spaces. The following is more or less contained in [ §3, CCGH] . Here X and Y denote basepointed simplicial sets.
induces the fold map on 1 st differentials which is the infinite loop extension of the map
Proof. 1) and 2) appear in [CGGH] ; the easiest way to verify them is to first compute (D 1 F q ) X (Y ), which is straightforward, and then observe that inclusion the term (EZ/q ⋋ Z/q ( − )) has the effect of "dividing by q" (in Goodwillie's words) via the fold map. Finally 3) follows from 1) and 2), as the inclusion
which agrees up to homotopy with the infinite loop extension of the inclusion of X [q−1] ∧ Y into the last term in the wedge
Recall that for a ring R and r ∈ R the elementary matrix e ij (r) is the matrix id+e ij (r) where e ij (r) k,ℓ = r if (k, ℓ) = (i, j), 0 otherwise. One should not try to push the analogy between H n q (|JX|) and the group GL q (Z[JX]) too far, especially for finite n. However one can construct elements of H n q (|JX|) which behave enough like elementary matrices to be useful. We call these elementary expansions, as they correspond to the elementary expansions of classical Whitehead simple homotopy theory.
Definition 3. Let X be a connected simplicial set, and ı : |X| → |JX| the standard inclusion. For
where (as before) we have identified H n q (|JX|) with M n q (|JX| + ). The sequence for ℓ = i is exactly as in (5) with f (s) = [s, ı(x)] ∈ S n ∧ |JX|; the only difference is the indexing of the last term. e ij (−ı(x)) is defined the same way, but with id ∨ f replaced by id ∨ (−f ) where −f is f composed with a fixed choice of S n (−1) −→ S n representing loop inverse. The reduced elementary expansion e ij (ı(x)) is given by
Similarly one can define e ij (−ı(x)).
Remark 1. When i = j, one could define e ii (±ı(x)) (loop inverse) in a similar fashion. Note that the definition of e ij (±(x)) depends on a choice of parameters: choice of pinch map, choice of j : S n ∧ |JX| → S n ∧|JX| + , and choice of S n (−1) −→ S n representing −1. These, however, can be fixed so as to be compatible under suspension in the n coordinate and depending in a continuous and natural way on x ∈ |X| as well as X. We assume this has been done. In this way, all of the manipulations we will do with these elements will be natural in X and x ∈ |X|.
In a similar vein we will sometimes want to know that two maps depending on x ∈ |X| (or diagrams depending on X, Y, . . . ) are homotopic by a natural homotopy which depends continuously on x ∈ |X| (resp. naturally homotopy-commutative by a homotopy which depends continuously on the spaces X, Y, . . . ). When this can be done, we will say the two maps are canonically homotopic (or that the diagram is canonically h-commutative).
Proof. There is certainly a homotopy. It can be made canonical by concentrating the homotopy in the spherical coordinates. This involves choosing a homotopy between
−→ S n and the trivial map S n −→ *
We are not making any claims that this homotopy is unique, even up to homotopy. We will also need Proposition 4. For x 1 , . . . , x q−1 ∈ |X|, y ∈ |Y |, there is a canonical homotopy between e 12 (−ı(x 1 )) · e 23 (−ı(x 2 )) · · · · · e q−1q (−ı(x q−1 ))e q1 (ı(y)) and e 11 ((
where "+" denotes loop sum.
Proof. On the level of matrices this is clear; the product here is taking place in |J(X ∨ Y )|. Properly speaking, we should write
any strict inverses. To realize that the obvious homotopy is canonical, we note that it involves i) reparamerization to pass between the sequence of pinch maps used to evaluate the compositions and ii) reparametrization to reposition the iterated power of (−1) appearing in the expression (−1)
Both of these can be done in a natural and continuous way with respect to the parameters x 1 , . . . , x q−1 , y involved.
The next result relates the representations ρ q of (5) to products of elementary expansions. This will be needed for the computation of the trace onρ q given in §3.3. We define representations ρ 1 q , ρ 2 q as follows:
where
is as in Lemma 1, with X and Y connected.
Proposition 5. As continuous maps ρ 1 q and ρ 2 q are canonically homotopic to the following products of elementary expansions:
Proof. This again only involves a reparametrization in the spherical coordinate independent of X and Y , in the case of ρ 1 q . In the case of ρ 2 q we needn't do anything, as the projection map p 2 kills the identity maps along the diagonal and we are left with a single non-zero entry.
Remark 2. The above canonical homotopies arise from Steinberg identities, which hold in H n k (|GX|) up to canonical homotopies. Most types of identities among elementary expansions which hold up to homotopy do not hold up to canonical homotopy. For example, it is not true that the entire representation ρ q is canonically homotopic to a product of elementary expansions. This type of issue typically arises whenever one tries to analyze such cyclic representations in terms of products of elementary expansions.
We have stated the above results using elementary expansions with entries in ı(|X|) ⊂ J|X|, which is all we will need for section 3. However the above constructions apply to the more general case where one allows arbitrary entries in J|X| (or even |GX| when |X| is not a suspension). Thus for y ∈ J|X| ∼ = |JX|, one defines e ij (y) ∈ |H q n (|JX|)| exactly as in Definition 3, where f : S n → S n ∧ |JX| is the map f (s) = [s, y] ∈ S n ∧ |JX|. Similarly for the reduced elementary expansion e ij (y). Remark 1 and Propositions 3, 4, and 5 apply in this more general context. Proposition 6. For a 1 , . . . , a q−1 ∈ |JX|, b ∈ |F 1 (X, Y )| there is a canonical homotopy between e 12 (−a 1 ) · e 23 (−a 2 ) · · · · · e q−1q (−a q−1 ) · e q1 (b) and
The representations ρ q also extend in a natural way to yield a continuous map ρ q : |JX| q → |H n q (|JX|)|, which on a q-tuple (a 1 , . . . , a q ) ∈ |JX| q is given exactly as in (5), where f i is now the map f i (s) = [s, a i ] ∈ S n ∧ |JX|. Proposition 1 applies with |JX| in place of |X| for the domain ofρ q ; in fact it is easy to see that the map defined in that proposition factors by this extension. 
The proofs of these two propositions is exactly as before.
Observe that when a 1 = a 2 = · · · = a q−1 = * , the map ρ
, only homotopic to it. This homotopy, which we will need later on, is a wedge of homotopies between As a final remark, we note that in the above propositions involving minus signs, we are not requiring any type of coherence conditions to apply for this minus sign with respect to composition product (which in the limiting case n → ∞ will involve the product structure on the generalized ring Ω ∞ Σ ∞ (|GX| + )). We only require that certain homotopies can be made canonical. The restrictions on the "ring" under consideration that must be made in order for such a coherent (−1) to exist are substantial, as shown by Schwänzl and Vogt in [SV] . 
The 2nd map The inclusion
bimonoids. This in turn induces an inclusion of generalized wedges
which is (2m + 1)-connected in each degree by the gluing Lemma [Lemma 2.1.2, W2] and induction on p. It follows that the inclusion of simplicial objects is also (2m + 1)-connected.
The 3rd map We consider the restriction to the path components corresponding to H
This is an (n − 1)-equivalence. [Lemma 1, W2] yields an (n − 2)-equivalence
The gluing lemma now applies to show that the map on nerves of partial monoids defined in Lemma 1
The 4th map Taking the trivial monoid structure on M n k ((|F 1 (X, Y )|) and forming its nerve, [Lemma 2.3, W2] provides an equivalence
Here Σ.A denotes the simplicial space {[p] → p ∨(A, * )} which arises on taking the nerve of a trivial partial monoid.
The 5th map Partial geometric realization produces a map from Σ.M
together with partial geometric realization produces a map
By the realization lemma, this map is (2m + 1)-connected.
These 5 maps taken together yield the required sequence connecting the spaces
. Each of the maps is min(n − 2, 2m + 1)-connected and the theorem follows.
The maps constructed in the above theorem are compatible with suspension in the n-coordinate as well as pairing under block sum, by which we will always mean the wedge-sum of section 2.1 for the appropriate monoid in question. Taking the limit as n goes to ∞ yields a sequence of maps connecting
each of these maps preserves block-sum and is (2m − 1)-connected for (m − 1)-connected Y . We thus get a sequence of maps between their group completions which is also (2m − 1)-connected.
is a homotopy functor on the category T ( * ).
Lemma 3. (compare [Lemma 4.2, W2])
There is an equivalence of 1st differentials
Proof. This is an immediate consequence of the above theorem; for each n, we have an equivalence A(ΣX) ≃ C(X, * ) as well as a (2n − 1)-equivalence between A(Σ(X ∨ (S n ∧ Y ))) and C(X, S n ∧ Y ). This gives a (2n−1)-equivalence between hof ibre(A(Σ(X∨(S n ∧Y ))) → A(ΣX)) and hof ibre(C(X, S n ∧Y + ) → C(X, * )) which in the above limit yields a weak equivalence.
The Generalized Waldhausen Trace
In this section we construct a trace map, generalizing the construction of Waldhausen in [W2] . The techniques are essentially those of [ §4, W2] .
Let F, F ′ be basepointed spaces, with F (m − 1)-connected.
Lemma 4. For all integers k, m, m ≥ 0 the map of spaces
given by
Proof. This is a slight generalization of [Lemma 4.3, W2] , and the proof is the same. Namely, there is a commutative diagram
The equivalence of trivial partial monoids
which induces the equivalence ϕ 
for appropriate choices of homeomorphisms α, β and inclusion ι * . Precisely,
• ι * : S 0 → |JX| + is induced by the inclusion of the basepoint of |JX|;
• β is the homeomorphism
(ι j ∧id), with ι j denoting the inclusion of S n as the j th term in the wedge k ∨S n ;
• α is induced by fixed choice of homeomorphism
, extended in the obvious way to include the |Y ′ | and |JX| + -factors.
Taken together, these actions define an H n k (|JX|)-bimonoid structure on the space M ap(
With this structure, the pairing map
Although the maps α and β above depend on k and n, they clearly can be chosen so as to be compatible with any particular fixed choice of stabilization in the k-coordinate and suspension in the n-coordinate. Consequently, all of the above maps in (11) and (12) can be done compatibly with respect to both stabilization in the k-coordinate and suspension in the n-coordinate. The equivalence
is compatible with suspension in the m-coordinate and so ϕ p m,n,k in (9) is compatible with suspension in both the n-and m-coordinates. By much the same reasoning, the homeomorphisms appearing in (10) involve a choice of natural equivalences, which can be chosen so as to be compatible with respect to suspension in these coordinates. And with α 1 , β 1 and β 2 as in (10) it follows directly from (10) and (11) (β 2 α 1 )) . Finally, by construction 
where the simplicial structure on the range of (g
These maps are compatible with suspension in the m and n coordinates, and stabilization in the k-coordinate. They are also natural with respect to X and Y (where X is connected).
Proof. The only point that has not already been covered is the statement concerning the connectivity of f · m,n,k . But this follows by the realization lemma, as f p m,n,k is (3m − 1)-connected for each p. Now g · takes wedge-sum to loop sum, as we have already noted, and thus factors via group completion with respect to wedge-sum. So passing to the limit in m yields a map T :
Precomposing by the equivalence of Lemma 3 we get
(in the case X = {pt} we recover the map constructed in [W2] ). This map is natural in both X and Y . Taking the fibre with respect to the map Y + → {pt} yields (for basepointed Y ) the (reduced) generalized Waldhausen trace map
where on the right we have, for q ≥ 1, composed with the (basepointed) projection Y + → Y . Finally, we can follow by projection to the qth factor
Computing the trace on ρ q
By the results of section 1.3, there is a map
defined for any connected simplicial set X. This map is natural in X, and is induced by the representations
The product that appears on the L.H.S. is the weak product; note, however, that as X is connected, the weak product in this case is weakly equivalent to the strong product. Replacing X by X ∨Y , we define ρ q (X, Y ) as the restriction of ρ q to |X| q−1 ×|Y | ⊂ |X ∨Y | q . This inclusion induces the inclusion i q (X, Y ) of Proposition 2 after passing to smash products.
can alternatively be described as the precomposition of Ω ∞ Σ ∞ (Σρ q (X, Y )) with the stable section s :
, and Goodwillie's results tell us thatρ is an equivalence for connected spaces iff (D 1ρ ) X (Y ) is an equivalence for all connected X. They also tell us that (D 1 AΣ) X (Y ) and (D 1D ) X (Y ) are the same for connected X. Thus the primary task is to show that
q−1 . These homotopies are canonical in X and Y , and hold for all connected X and q ≥ 1.
Proof. The last implication follows by Proposition 2. Our main objective is the evaluation of the trace map T r X (Y ) onρ q (X, Y ), which we will do in stages. First, we determine what happens to the image of the representation ρ q (X, Y ) under the maps constructed in Theorem 3. This will bring us into the cyclic bar construction. The maps provided by (9) -(12) will then determine the composition T r X (Y ).
We will assume Z ′ = X ∨ Y where X is connected and Y is m ′ -connected. ρ q (resp. its restriction
which we also denote by ρ q . This map can be represented simplicially by a map of partial monoids:
We will construct five diagrams, one for each of the maps in the proof of Theorem 3.
The 1st diagram The first map in Theorem 3 was induced by the (2m ′ + 1)-connected inclusion of partial monoids:
The generalized wedge on the left contains the image of { p ∨ρ q } and hence
, were ρ q,1 is a map of generalized wedges, induced in each degree by the representation ρ q (X, Y ), and fits into the commutative diagram:
The 2nd diagram The second map in Theorem 3 is the (2m ′ + 1)-connected map of generalized wedges induced by the (2m
As the image of ρ q is contained in M n q (|F 1 (X, Y )| + ), we can further factor ρ q (X, Y ) as ı 2 • ρ q,2 . ρ q,2 is defined exactly as ρ q,1 -it is the (unique) map of generalized wedges induced by ρ q (X, Y ) which makes the following diagram commute: 
where ρ q,3 is induced in each degree by the product ρ
The 4th diagram This is the first place where one encounters complications in computing the trace map on arbitrary representations. From equation (1) we can see the problem -when M is not a group but only grouplike there may be no simple way to choose f −1 for f ∈ M , which one needs to do in order to formally invert the equivalence u : diag(N cy (M, N E))
In our case by first reducing the representation under consideration to ρ q (X, Y ) we are able to circumvent this difficulty. For by Proposition 5, ρ 1 q and ρ 2 q are canonically homotopic to a product of elementary expansions:
ρ 2 q (y) ∼ = e q1 (ı(y)) (the reduced expansion with (q, 1) entry ı(y))
where ı(X) denotes the image of x ∈ |X| in |JX| under the natural inclusion X → JX, and similarly for Y (for notational simplicity, we have used |ρ 
. . , x q−1 ) as above. We can define a map
. . , x q−1 ), e = e q1 (y) as given above in (14), (15). Extending degreewise yields a map ρ q,4 and a canonically homotopy-commutative diagram
where the equivalence on the right hand side is the map u defined in (1), and the bottom map has been modified by the homotopy of (8) applied to the map in (14) to make it basepoint-preserving. Recall that Σ.A is shorthand notation for {[p] → p ∨(A, * )}. The fact that the diagram is canonically homotopycommutative is important. Note also that ρ q,4 is given on one-simplices by ρ 1 q,4 .
The 5th diagram In Theorem 3 the fifth map is induced by partial geometric realization
and the pairing
} where the face and degeneracy maps are induced by those of Σ.Y . There is an obvious map of simplicial objects
which in degree p is given by the inclusion
The partial realization map r sends M
is equivalent to the previous composition of partial realization followed by the pairing p. Note that the partial realization map above is (n − 2)-connected by the same type of argument used in the construction of the third map in Theorem 3. Now the map
is an H n q (|JX|)-bimonoid map, and so induces a bisimplicial map:
Then the representation
extends uniquely to a map of simplicial objects:
It is not true that there is a map Σ.(X q−1 × Y ) → X q−1 × Σ.Y of simplicial objects which makes the appropriate diagram commute (here
However there is after passing to smash products. Specifically, we may choose stable splittings i 1 , i 2 for which p 1 • i 1 ≃ p 2 • i 2 ≃ id by a homotopy functorial in X and Y . These produce the square
whereρ q,j = Ω ∞ Σ ∞ |ρ q,j | for j = 4, 5 and β is induced by (β). By the construction ofρ q,4 andρ q,5 it is straightforward to see that the diagram is canonically homotopy-commutative. Note that the space appearing in the lower right-hand corner is (n− 2)-equivalent to
. This is our fifth diagram.
Before evaluating the trace we make a useful simplification. In order to be consistent with notation, we will assume Y = Σ 2m−1 Z + and use Σ 2m F to denote Σ|F 1 (X, Y )|. There is no loss of generality here, because computation of T r X (Y ) involves passing through a direct limit in which Y becomes more and more highly suspended. Now we know that the partial realization map
commutes with the simplicial structure in the first coordinate (given by the face and degeneracy maps of the cyclic bar construction), and that it maps the simplicial space
It follows by Theorem 4 that, upon restricting to the qth component of the trace map T r X (Y ), we have a canonically homotopy commutative diagram
and π p is the obvious reduced projection onto the pth component
Our object now is to find a map ρ q,6 defined on X q−1 × (Σ.Y ) or its realization, whose range is N Up to reparametrization independent of X and Z this composition is canonically homotopic to (−1) q−1 j 2m , where j 2m is the standard inclusion
To complete the proof, note that T r X (Y ) p •ρ q (X, Y ) is induced by a natural transformation of a homogeneous functor of degree q to a homogeneous functor of degree p (evaluated at X), which must be canonically null-homotopic for q > p as it factors through the p th differential of a q-homogeneous functor.
We may now complete the proof of Theorem A. By the previous theorem, the map ρ :D(X) → A(ΣX) induces a map on first differentials
which is split-injective on homotopy groups for all X and Y . In the case that both X and Y are finite complexes, the homotopy groups of both sides of (17) are finitely generated; for the right hand side this follows by Theorem 2. This implies that (D 1ρ ) X (Y ) is an equivalence for all finite X and Y . As both functors are also homotopy functors (hence commute up to homotopy with filtered colimits), this implies (D 1ρ ) X (Y ) is an equivalence for all Y and connected X. Finally, applying Goodwillie's Theorem 1 at X = * implies thatρ is an equivalence.
The equivalenceD(X) ρ → A(ΣX) is natural with respect to X, so that if f : X → Y is a map of connected simplicial sets there is a homotopy-commutative diagram
It also follows that ρ restricts to yield equivalences natural in X for all 0 ≤ m < n ≤ ∞, becauseρ is a natural transformation of homotopy functors and hence commutes with Goodwillie Calculus. However, it is not true thatρ or p m nρ are natural with respect to maps ΣX g → ΣY which do not desuspend up to homotopy.
